Religion and Nothingness: Keiji Nishitani 1983-10-06 In Religion and Nothingness the leading representative of the Kyoto School of Philosophy, Keiji Nishitani, presents a philosophical vision for contemporary thought. For over four decades, Nishitani has been the preeminent figure in Japanese philosophy and theology, and his works are often difficult to grasp for those not already well-versed in the philosophical and historical context. The book is a comprehensive representation of the Kyoto School's thought, and singles out the conquest of nihilism as the task for contemporary philosophy. Nihility, or relative nothingness, is the conception that is central to Nishitani's thinking, and he uses it to explore the nature of reality and the human condition.

Religion and Nothingness: Keiji Nishitani 1983-10-06 In Religion and Nothingness the leading representative of the Kyoto School of Philosophy, Keiji Nishitani, presents a philosophical vision for contemporary thought. For over four decades, Nishitani has been the preeminent figure in Japanese philosophy and theology, and his works are often difficult to grasp for those not already well-versed in the philosophical and historical context. The book is a comprehensive representation of the Kyoto School's thought, and singles out the conquest of nihilism as the task for contemporary philosophy. Nihility, or relative nothingness, is the conception that is central to Nishitani's thinking, and he uses it to explore the nature of reality and the human condition.

The Kyoto School: Robert E. Carter 2013-01-31 The Kyoto School of Japanese philosophy represents a unique synthesis of Eastern and Western thought. The school was founded by Nishida Kitaro, who was one of the most influential philosophers of the 20th century. The Kyoto School believes that the path to understanding is through the process of self-reflection and self-transcendence. It is a school that combines elements of Sino-Taoism, Zen Buddhism, and Western philosophy to create a unique philosophical system.

Questions of God, religion and morality, and pure existence, this discourse offers students of Western philosophy and oriental thought alike a highly readable introduction to the teachings of a true world philosopher.

The Kyoto School: Robert E. Carter 2013-01-31 The Kyoto School of Japanese philosophy represents a unique synthesis of Eastern and Western thought. The school was founded by Nishida Kitaro, who was one of the most influential philosophers of the 20th century. The Kyoto School believes that the path to understanding is through the process of self-reflection and self-transcendence. It is a school that combines elements of Sino-Taoism, Zen Buddhism, and Western philosophy to create a unique philosophical system.

The Logic of Nothingness: Robert J. Wargo 2005-03-31 The writings of Nichiren, whose name has become synonymous with political, social, and religious reform in Japan, signals the onset of a new political and religious believes. Everywhere his basic intention remains the same: to direct our modern predicament to a revelation of the truth. This insight that the thought of Keiji Nishitani presents to the world, a modern version of an Eastern specialization that is both as old and as varied as our own, is one that brings into the unification of the principle of reality and the principle of salvation. In the process, one traditional Western idea also asserts a new unity: the dichotomy of faith and reason, of being and substance, the personal and transpersonal notions of God, the egoated means given to the knowing ego, and even the Judeo-Christian view of history and Nothingness represents the major work of one of Japan's most powerful and committed philosophical minds.

The Religious Philosophy of Nishitani Keiji: Tatsuo Umemura 1989 A collection of essays by scholars, theorists, and practitioners drawing from a symposium to discuss the religious philosophy of one of the 20th century's great religious philosophers of Japan. The topics cover the meaning of emptiness in relation to God, science, ethics, and history.

The Self-Overcoming of Nothingness: James W. Heising 2005-01-07 The past twenty years have seen the publication of numerous biographies and philosophical essays on the work of the principal philosophers of the Kyoto School, but so far no general treatment or overview of their thought has been available, either in Japanese or in Western languages. James Heising, a longstanding participant in this effort, has filled that gap with Philosophers of Nothingness. In this extended and expanded version of the original work, the author explores the borderlands between Buddhist and Christian thought. A major breakthrough in Buddhist-Christian dialogue, Absolute Nothingness is a comparative study that attempts to relate the Kyoto School of Japanese philosophy to the Christian tradition. The book is a comprehensive representation of the Kyoto School's thought, and singles out the conquest of nihilism as the task for contemporary philosophy. Nihility, or relative nothingness, is the conception that is central to Nishitani's thinking, and he uses it to explore the nature of reality and the human condition.

Politics, Culture, and society are often difficult to grasp for those not already well-versed in the philosophical and historical context. The book is a comprehensive representation of the Kyoto School's thought, and singles out the conquest of nihilism as the task for contemporary philosophy. Nihility, or relative nothingness, is the conception that is central to Nishitani's thinking, and he uses it to explore the nature of reality and the human condition.

The Religions of the World: Eugene Thacker 2014-01-01 In recent years several books by major figures in the study of world religions have appeared in English, exciting readers by their explorations of the modern and postmodern condition, and singles out the conquest of nihilism as the task for contemporary philosophy. Nihility, or relative nothingness, is the conception that is central to Nishitani's thinking, and he uses it to explore the nature of reality and the human condition.

Questions of God, religion and morality, and pure existence, this discourse offers students of Western philosophy and oriental thought alike a highly readable introduction to the teachings of a true world philosopher.
the philosopher in question has provided an account of his life, intellectual journey, and the significance of the

On Buddhism—Keiji Nishitani 2012-02-01 Six lectures by eminent Buddhist thinker Keiji Nishitani reflecting on Buddhism for the modern world.

Someone Or Nothing?—Russell H. Bowers 1995 In the context of globalization and pluralism, Christians and Buddhists have opened an intense dialogue. Their goals have progressed beyond seeking mutual understanding to exchanging and distilling transformation and a vastly different dialogical form, and in these exchanges, lives and loves have remained the same.

The Structure of Detachment—Hiroshi Nari 2004-01-01 The philosopher's controversial link with Heidegger is explored by Jun Mark Mikkelsen in the final essay, which concludes that, although Heidegger's view of art is consistent, both historically and conceptually, with his political involvement with fascism, the same cannot be said of both.

Self-Overcoming of Nothingness, The—Keiji Nishitani 1990-01-01

Zen Action/Zen Person—Thomas P. Kasulis 1987-01-01 For the thoughtful Westerner this must be one of the most thought-provoking, and at the same time one of the most difficult, and most rewarding books to read, and surely one of the most important books to be read and discussed. It is one of the most challenging books to read, and surely one of the most important books to be read and discussed.

Tao of Zen—Ray Grigg 2012-05-01 The premise of The Tao of Zen is that Zen is really a Taoism in the disguise of Buddhism—an assumption being made by more and more Zen scholars. This is the key that links the long-nosed philologers' similarities of Taoism and Zen. The author traces the evolution of Chan. The Tao of Zen is a fascinating book that will be read and discussed by anyone interested in both Taoism and Zen.

Impersonance In Buddha-Nature—Joan Stambaugh 1990-01-01 A presentation of an improved series of indicators to assess student learning, current quality, teaching effectiveness, student behavior, and financial and leadership support for mathematics and science educators. The 13th century Buddhist thinker has attracted increased attention in the West, though the difficulties of his writings have presented a barrier. Through a dialogical approach this book engages discourse on the school's founder, Nishida Kitarō, and his philosophical legacy.

The Kyoto School’s Takeover of Hegel—Peter Suuros 2011 The Kyoto School grafts the presuppositions and methodology of Hegel's idealism onto the Japanese Buddhist worldview. In the Kyoto School's Takeover of Hegel, Peter Suuros examines the successes of the three principal figures of the School—Nichida Kitaro, Tanabe Hajime, and Nishitani Keiji—in integrating these dissimilar ideas into a coherent religious philosophy.

Japanese Philosophy—James W. Boring 2011-07-31 Japanese Philosophy: A Sourcebook, readers of English can now access in a single volume the richness and diversity of Japanese philosophy as it has developed throughout history. Leading scholars in the field have translated selections from the writings of more than a hundred philosophers from the Tokugawa period to the present. This volume can now access in a single volume the richness and diversity of Japanese philosophy as it has developed throughout history. Leading scholars in the field have translated selections from the writings of more than a hundred philosophers from the Tokugawa period to the present.

The Gospel and Nothingness—Matthew Krupner 2004-06-07 The Gospel and Nothingness is a work of Christian theology in dialogue with Buddhism. Using the work of Nichida Kitaro and Nishitani Keiji as a philosophical foundation, this book argues for the centrality of nothingness in Christian life and thought. It accomplishes this end primarily through the interpretation of scripture, exploring passages throughout the Bible in their relation to the themes of emptiness, nihilism, emptiness, and meaninglessness. These interpretations are supported with reference to thinkers across the Christian tradition and beyond: from Aquinas, Anaxagoras, and Bonaventure, to Eckhart, Husserl, and Wittgenstein, along with contemporary historical-critical scholarship and, finally, the influential works of Nichida Kitaro and Nichidan Kitaro. This book will be of interest to philosophers, theologians, and students of religions as well as more generally to those interested in Asian and comparative philosophy.

Christianity and Religious Diversity—Harold A. Netland 2015-05-12 This book explores how religious diversity has changed in a globalized world and how Christianity is unique among them. Harold Netland, an expert in philosophical aspects of religion and pluralism, offers a fresh analysis of religion in today's globalizing world. He acknowledges the challenges and misunderstandings of the concept of religious diversity and shows how particular religious traditions, such as Buddhism, offer significant change with modernization and globalization. Netland then responds to issues concerning the plausibility of Christian commitments to Jesus Christ and the unique truth of the Christian gospel in light of religious diversity. The book concludes with basic principles for living as Christ’s disciples in religiously diverse contexts.

The Religious Philosophy of Tanabe Hajime—Tatsumi Unso 2006-02-30 This book brings together a series of papers delivered at an international symposium on metanetics held at Smith College, October 1989. The symposium was inspired by publication of the English translation of Tanabe Hajime’s Philosophy as Metanetics in 1986, which marked another milestone in the introduction of Japanese philosophy to the West. Nineteen representative scholars in the fields of philosophy and religion discuss the implications of metanetics and other aspects of Tanabe’s thought for our understanding of Shin Buddhism, Christianity, and society. Among the wide variety of topics covered are the meaning of Shin Buddhism for the West, the encounter of Buddhism and Christianity, and the relation of religious philosophy to society. (c) Chishu Kankobun 2006, also available as an Apple book.
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